
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a planner, business. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for planner, business

Support Majors sales teams on sell through reporting and planning
Leading cross-functional teams to define the SKUs for existing and new
offerings
Create Post Promotional analysis reports for the customer and sales team and
send the analytical re-cap on a routine basis
Assist in some forecast and scenario planning
Maintain and communicate the Joint Business Planning reconciliation data file
for Annual Business Plan with key customers
Use customer portal sales forecast, Nielsen and Matrix to provide analysis for
management of annual business plan (BP) and rolling estimate (re) processes
Utilization of Target’s PartnersOnline portal for new item set up, product
maintenance, contract submissions and data analysis (IMN, CNA, VMM,
MerchIQ, etc)
Work closely with Acosta to ensure utilization of business planners and
integration into financial processes
Act as troubleshooter and subject matter expert between sales team and
Acosta, and sales team and key headquarter functions for specific business
and systems request
First point-of-contact for PO customer service issues and interface with
supply chain and customer to manage all product allocations, new item
samples, and product recalls
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Ability to use sales financial data to recommend and make decisions on
account profitability
Proven and reputable communication skills and ability to influence others
Comfortable and confident in ability to work with cross functional partners
and senior management on all aspects of the business
GEO/Territory travel as required (GTM, key accts, industry meetings)
3 years experience in business planning independent role within FMCG
dynamic environments
Excellent knowledge of Microsoft Office tools - focus on Excel


